
Double Hung  (There is a surcharge for Double hung shutters)

Double hung shutters feature panels that operate independently of each other creating a panel set(s)
on the top portion and a panel set(s) on the bottom portion of the window.

Double hung applications have a tendency to sag. They should be designed so that the panel height is
greater than the panel width.

The location of the split is important as there is a gap between the upper and lower panels of 1/8”.

horizontal T-Post
An alternative installation to achieve the functionality of double hung shutters is to design the window 
so that a horizontal t-post is used to create the divide between the top and bottom portion.

Café Style 

The Café Style shutter design features a 
shutter that simply covers the lower portion 
of a window. There are two methods to 
achieve this design.

1.  Specify an inverted frame either two
sided or three sided – The top of the 

 frame is even with the top of the shutter.

2.  Specify a fully framed window and 
 provide measurements for the lower 

panels leaving the top half open.
 (There is a surcharge for fully 
 framed Café Style Shutters)  

Factory Allowance:
1/8” space between panels

Note: Your actual gap may be 
different depending on installation 
conditions and shutter alignment.
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TOP GAP BETWEEN TOP FRAME & PANEL: 
POLYCORE: 1/8"

LEXWOOD: 1/16"
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POLYCORE: 1/4"
LEXWOOD: 1/8"
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The Café Style shutter design features a shutter that simply
covers the lower portion of a window. There are two meth-
ods to achieve this design.

1. Specify an inverted frame either two sided
or three sided – The top of the frame is even
with the top of the shutter.

2. Specify a fully framed window and provide
measurements for the lower panels leaving
the top half open.
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The natural beauty of shutters.




